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A KIC exclusive for Kindle---the original 1936-1941 Memoirs of Sr. Lucia, the last surviving Fatima

visionary. In these diary-like accounts, Lucia shared moving insights into the lives of her cousins,

who are now Blessed Francisco and Blessed Jacinta Marto, their increasing love and sacrifices for

God and neighbor, her own family experiences before and after the apparitions, the deaths of her

beloved father and cousins, and how Our Lady forever changed all of their lives.---Read the actual

correspondence of Lucia, then a young nun, to her bishop (including the very important Fourth

Memoir wherein she wrote Our Lady's opening words to the Third Secret).---Includes photos, Table

of Contents, and NCX navigation.---Features Sr. Lucia's and her confessor's correspondence about

the Pontevedra and Tuy apparitions with which she was favored when a Dorothean nun, included

as Appendixes I and II.---BONUS FEATURES:---------The opening chapter includes detailed

descriptions of the Apparitions and the incredible signs seen by witnesses from May-October 1917

and the first-hand accounts of the Miracle of the Sun---all of which are excerpts provided with

permission from the author of the current best-selling title, "Fatima: The Signs and Secrets" (also

available on , in glossy-cover paperback and on Kindle).------A new Appendix (III) with clarifying

information on the Five First Saturdays, all of the Fatima prayers as taught by the Virgin Mary and

the Angel of Peace (St. Michael the Archangel), the "Fatima Morning Offering" (composed by Sr.

Lucia), the 15 Rosary Promises, and how to pray the Rosary with the meditations for each mystery

by St. Louis Marie de Montfort, who is called the "apostle" of True Devotion to Mary.
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I have read a lot of these books about saints and prophets etc. And I always knew that they had

incredible devotion and prayed for long hours. What this book brings out is the sacrifices that these

three kids endured to help souls avoid hell. They donate all their pain (some self inflicted) and

mistreatment and bad luck to heaven in order to buy salvation for souls that would have otherwise

been sent to hell. They kind of enjoy punishing themselves as a sacrifice. Through the quotes you

get a good feel for how Mary and Jesus look at things and what they expect from us. This book is a

definite read.

This should be shouted from every news media throughout the world. ITS ALMOST TOO LATE -

wake up and listen world.

While I had read many books and articles about the Miracle at Fatima, I was always wanting to read

Sister Lucia's account. She had written not just about the visitations and visions but also how it

affected her cousins and her personally as children. It is amazing that children so young could be so

devoted to Our Lord and Our Lady! This account is touching in that it chronicles also her love for her

cousins and the effect their passing had on her.This book brings the account "home" - I mean, with

the other details added, it makes it more real for the rest of us. It has helped me to try harder to say

the rosary daily once again...I recommend this book especially if you need your faith renewed and

revitalized. Sister Lucia and her cousins Blessed Francisco and Blessed Jacinta show us that we

need to be as children in our faith and devotion. In these times, we need to heed the Message even

more than before.

When I visited Fatima in,2011, on my way to world youth day in Barcelona Spain, I bought this book

and loved it. I loaned it to someone and never got it back. So I am very pleased to have it on my

Kindle app. I have searched for this book for a couple of years. I'm not very tech savvy and it was



only after 6 or 7 tried that appeared. I purchased it immediately, so as not to "lose" it again.

This was a very good book explaining the life and visions of the three children of Fatima. I

recommend it to everyone to strengthen your faith.

An inspiring account of the lives of the three Fatima saints. The detail in this book is touching and

gives a profound insight into these children. If you want to know more of how Lucia, Jacinta and

Francisco lived after the Fatima apparitions, this is a good read.

It was wonderful to read Sr. Maria Lucia's own rendition of the story of the apparitions of Fatima.

These children were so devoted and went through so much because they were chosen to hear this

special message. They were very courageous and blessed. Anyone who wants to know more about

Fatima should read this. Given the historical documentation of the "Miracle of the Sun," I suggest

you read this book.

Lots of detail from Lucia about Mary's visions to the children that I didn't know before. Would be a

good one to have in hard copy too since there are some prayers that were new to me that would be

good to refer back to.
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